LV-CO and RV-CO were also measured by cine PC acquisitions of AAo and MPA flow respectively. All cardiac measurements were indexed to foetal weight. The ventricular output by ventricular volumetry and PC were compared by linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis.
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Results: Our results are in keeping with previously reported microsphere measurements and we found good agreement between LV-CO and RV-CO by ventricular volumetry versus PC but with underestimation of output of approximately 10% by ventricular volumetry, which we attributed to incomplete coverage of the entire ventricular volume (Fig. 1) .
Conclusion This data suggest that following appropriate modification of the field of view, this technique represents a valid approach to assessing cardiac function, chamber sizes, and cardiac output in foetal sheep. Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome (POTS) is a clinical syndrome primarily affecting young women in which inappropriate sinus tachycardia occurs due to postural change. The pathophysiology is not well understood but dysautonomia is present and has potentially adverse cardiac effects.
Whether POTS is associated with structural heart disease is unknown. Global longitudinal LV strain (GLS) can detect pre-clinical left ventricular dysfunction [1] . We measured LV GLS as well as right ventricular (RV) free wall and left atrial strain in 23 women (age 26 ± 8 yrs) including 15 with POTS confirmed by Tilt Table Test and 6 normal women. Two senior sonographers (NL and MP) reviewed studies independently, blinded to diagnosis. Measurements of GLS, RV free wall strain, left atrial (LA) stiffness and peak atrial longitudinal strain (PALS) were compared. Concordance between sonographers was measured based on clinically significant changes in both GLS and RV free wall strain using the Kendal W test (W = 0.56, p = 0.31 for GLS and W = 0.83, p = 0.03 for RV free wall strain). Concordance was not measured between sonographers for PALS and LA stiffness, as no set normal range has been identified.
A Mann-Whitney U test demonstrated no significant difference in GLS, RV free wall strain or PALS between groups. Student's t test demonstrated no significant difference in LA stiffness between groups.
We found no clinically significant difference in strain imaging between women with POTS and healthy controls suggesting that POTS, while characterised by dysautonomia, is not associated with subclinical structural heart disease. Background: Recent studies have demonstrated that LV mechanical dispersion (LVMD) assessed by speckle tracking might be a powerful marker for ventricular arrhythmias (VA). We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to assess the prognostic value of this parameter and define the value relative to other parameters.
Methods: A systemic review of studies reporting the predictive value of LVMD for VA was undertaken from a search of Medline and Embase. LVMD was defined as the standard deviation of time from Q/R on ECG to peak negative strain from each LV segment. Hazard ratios (HRs) were extracted from univariable and multivariable models reporting on the association of LVMD and VA. The predictive value of LVMD was compared to that of LVEF and global longitudinal strain (GLS).
Results: Among 3198 pts (63 years, 82% IHD) in 12 published articles, 387 (12%) had VA events over a follow-up (17-70 months). Pts with VA events had a significantly greater LVMD compared with those without VA events (weighted mean difference, -20.3 ms; 95% CI, −27.3 to −13.2; p < 0.01). Each 10 ms increment of LVMD was significantly and independently associated with VA events (HR, 1.19; 95% CI, 1.09 to 1.29; p < 0.01). The predictive value of LVMD was superior to that of LVEF or GLS and LVMD was independently associated with outcome.
Conclusion: LVMD assessed by speckle tracking provides important predictive value for VA and has superior predictive value to LVEF and GLS for risk stratification. http://dx.doi.org/10. 1016/j.hlc.2019.06.303 
